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Method for Estimation and Correction of Perspective
Distortion of Electroluminescence Images of

Photovoltaic Panels
Claire Mantel , Associate Member, IEEE, Frederik Villebro, Harsh Rajesh Parikh ,

Sergiu Spataru , Member, IEEE, Gisele A. dos Reis Benatto , Dezso Sera , Senior Member, IEEE, Peter B.
Poulsen , and Søren Forchhammer , Member, IEEE

Abstract—The number of photovoltaic panels installed globally
is continuously growing, requiring an automatic inspection pro-
cedure for operation and maintenance. Drones can be a useful
tool to this aim as they enable fast acquisition of various imaging
modalities: visual, infrared, or electroluminescence (EL). Image
distortions due to perspective must be corrected to allow further au-
tomatic processing. It can be done by estimating the corresponding
rotation angles to control the camera gimbal or as postprocessing
to rectify the images. This article presents two methods to achieve
both goals by identifying known points in the acquired image. The
first method detects the four panel corners, whereas the second
method finds the corners of each cell. The performance evaluation is
performed first quantitatively on a validation dataset composed of
113 EL images and their corresponding ground-truth orientations.
A qualitative evaluation shows satisfying performance of the recti-
fication similarly for both methods. The quantitative performance
is varying for each rotation axis. The average absolute error is
2.78◦ along the x-axis, 2.64◦ along the y-axis, and 1.28◦ along the
z-axis for the panel method and 3.26◦, 2.05◦, and 1.24◦ for the
cell method. As a proof of concept, a final test on drone-acquired
EL images shows good performance for the image rectification in
real-life conditions.

Index Terms—Angle estimation, corner detection,
electroluminescence (EL), homography, imaging, perspective
correction, perspective distortion.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE photovoltaic (PV) capacity installed worldwide
presents a near exponential growth, reaching 633 GW in

2019 and estimated to reach 750–780 GW in 2020 [1]. This
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growth is to be linked to the drop in multisilicon PV modules
price from over 2$ per watt in 2010 to just over 0.2$ in 2019 [2].
This trend in price decrease is also found in the operation and
maintenance costs, where the pressure for price reduction makes
automation and digitalization necessary [3]. To that aim, drones
have been used for visual and infrared imaging of PV plants [4].
The more novel and detailed near-infrared/electroluminescence
(EL) PV imaging technique has recently been demonstrated
on a drone to achieve daylight inspection of PV panels [5].
Although PV imaging tools can be used to inspect many panels
in short time, they are mostly qualitative diagnostic techniques.
Detecting, quantifying, and reporting PV panel failures, from
tens of thousands of panel images, require automated image
analysis to be feasible and cost efficient. Yet, many issues are
still to be resolved to achieve a fully automated inspection
pipeline both realized online on the drone but also offline in
postprocessing.

One example of such processing necessary on both sides is
the estimation and correction of the distortion created in the
image by perspective. This perspective distortion, resulting in
the panel appearing not rectangular, stems from the location and
rotation of the camera in regard to the imaged panel. Indeed, in
real inspection conditions, the optimal position of the camera
in regard to the imaged panel cannot be guaranteed due to
shade from the drone on the panel or spatial restrictions, etc.
Furthermore, during aerial image acquisition, the drone/camera
system is flying in the air with wind and turbulence greatly
influencing its position. Correction is then necessary to obtain
the true shape of the panel. This enables processing of several
images, which is necessary to obtain good quality in outdoor
setting [6] but also to retrieve the true shape of defects presents
in the panel, necessary to automatically detect them [7]. First,
it will be useful as on-drone processing where the estimation
of the rotation angles between the camera and the panel can
command the camera gimbal to set it orthogonally (or as close as
possible) to the imaged panel. After this first step of reducing the
perspective distortion is done on-board, the remaining distortion
can be corrected offline as postprocessing.

This article presents a method to achieve those two goals: the
estimation of angles between the camera and the panel, as well
as its correction. It builds on the conference paper [8] that was
presenting a method for the correction based on the detection of
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the four corners of a PV panel and develops it by adding:
1) a second method based on detecting the corners of each

cell (as opposed to each module in the conference paper);
2) the estimation of rotation angles with regard to the camera

to allow gimbal control; and
3) a quantitative validation for both estimation and correc-

tion.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows.

Section II will focus on formulating the problem and present-
ing the corresponding state-of-the-art. Then, the two proposed
methods will be introduced in Section III and their performance
evaluated in Section IV. Finally, Section V concludes this article.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND PREVIOUS WORK

The problem of perspective correction is inherent to all appli-
cations involving image acquisition “outside of the laboratory,”
i.e., from a noncontrolled location with regard to the target
imaged [9]. Solving it is required to allow any subsequent
automatic processing, for applications as diverse as architectural
modeling [10] or optical character recognition [11]. In the case
of PV panels, one approach is to identify corners in the acquired
image and rectify the image, so those corners are mapped to a
rectangle or a square depending on the characteristics of the PV
panel [12], and an implementation requiring manual marking of
the panel corners can be found [13]. An automatic method was
designed in [14] for “small angle rotation” and panels containing
“moderate degradation of the outer cell.” As the authors assume
that the panel is the main structure present in the image, their
method cannot generalize to outdoor daylight acquisition. A
method to automatically detect the four corners of a PV panel and
afterward rectify the image correspondingly has been presented
in [8]. It takes advantage of the highly structured aspect of PV
panels in images to achieve corner detection and then uses the
direct linear transformation (described, e.g., in [15]) to rectify
the image. This article extends our paper [8] in three directions:
improving the robustness by using more data points (i.e., cell
corners instead of panel corners), retrieving the corresponding
rotation angles, which could be used to orientate the camera
better (e.g., by a gimbal on a drone), and validating the methods
both quantitatively and qualitatively to obtain a better estimation
of the performance of both proposed methods.

Formally, let Pi = (Pix, Piy), where i ∈ 1, 2, ..., n, with n ∈
N being the coordinates of known points of the considered
panel in the image plane, with Pi ∈ R2. The known points Pi

correspond to the points Ci in a defined perspective corrected
image, i.e., orthogonal to the panel and acquired so that the
top border of the panel is horizontal: the coordinates of the set
Ci are, therefore, defined to represent a square or a rectangle,
depending on the number of rows and columns of the panel. The
set of pointsCi contains the same number of points as the set Pi

and all are coplanar, so according to the fundamental theorem of
projective geometry [15], there exists a transformation H such
that

⎡
⎢⎣
Cix

Ciy

1

⎤
⎥⎦ = H

⎡
⎢⎣
Pix

Piy

1

⎤
⎥⎦ H =

⎡
⎢⎣
h11 h12 h13

h21 h22 h23

h31 h32 h33

⎤
⎥⎦ . (1)

Correcting for the distortions due to perspective is, therefore,
equivalent to determining the homography transformation H.
H is defined up to a scaling factor, so it is possible to set h33 =
1, and a total of eight degrees of freedom remain, resulting in a
constraint of at least four points identified in both planes: n ≥ 4.

III. METHOD

The aim of our method is to identify at least four known
points in the acquired image, for which the location in the
rectified image is known. Those points will allow determining
the homography H [see (1)], and then be used to rectify the
image as well as to retrieve the angle rotation between the camera
and the panel. This section first presents the two methods to
detect points: either the four corners of the module or the corners
of each of the cells in Section III-A before the homography
estimation and retrieval of the corresponding rotation angle in
Section III-B.

Two preprocessing steps are first applied on all images. The
first step consists of normalizing the considered image within the
range [0–1]. The second step aims at computing the magnitude
of the gradients present in the image. To do so, Sobel filters are
applied on the x- and y-axes, and at each pixel, the L2-norm
represents the magnitude of the gradient. The resulting image is
illustrated in Fig. 1(a).

A. Line Detection and Corner Computation

The chosen approach is to define corners as the intersections
between lines, both for the panel corners and the cell corners.
First, lines are located by rotating the preprocessed image at
different angles and summing the pixel values along both the
x- and y-axes in order to locate horizontal as well as vertical
lines. Lines parallel to the axis in question after rotation will
be visible as peaks in this summation. Each summation is
added as a row in a matrix R for all rotations with R ∈ Rrd,
where r is the number of rotation angles investigated and d
is the number of pixels in the axis. This matrix is reduced to
a maximization vector Vx or y with d elements by finding the
maximum of each row. Thus, the maximization vector Vx or y

contains the maximum value obtained for each pixel index of
all the investigated angles. The maximization vectors Vx and Vy

corresponding to the edge image from Fig. 1(a) are illustrated
in Fig. 1(c) and (b), respectively. It is then trivial to locate the
index and angle at which a line is present from the maximization
vector Vx or y along with the rotation matrix R.

In practice, images are first rotated from −45◦ to 45◦ in steps
of 1◦ to get a rough estimate of rotation angles. The angle of
each line is further refined by the same procedure rotating of
±1◦ of the rough angle with a step size of 0.025◦. All images
investigated had a resolution of 640× 512. Thus, in our case, the
R ∈ Rrd matrix has a size of r = 91 × d = 640 (for projection
on the x-axis) or d = 512 (for projection on the y-axis) during
the first rough estimation and r = 81 × d = 640 or d = 512
during the refinement.

1) Panel Corners: In this scenario, it is assumed that the con-
sidered panel is the only object present in the image. Therefore,
the lines corresponding to the panel borders are identified as the
first and last peaks in the maximization vector for both thex- and
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Fig. 1. Cell corners finding process, as explained in Section III-A. (a) Edge image (axes in pixel units). (b) Maximization vector of (a) on the y-axis with found
peaks. (c) Maximization vector of (a) on the x-axis with found peaks. (d) Resulting lines and cell corners detected.

y-axes. A total of four lines are extracted in this manner, and the
panel corners correspond to the intersection between them.

2) Cell Corners: The lines corresponding to the cell borders
are identified by locating all the peaks within the maximization
vector V x or y , instead of a subset (first and last) in the previous
case. This results in a greater amount of lines sometimes even
including bus bars. The algorithm developed takes as input the
number of columns and rows of cells. Sorting cell borders from
bus bars is carried out by using all of the vertical lines extracted.
Cell borders are then selected among them by assuming that both
outermost lines are cell borders and that the distance between
cell borders is constant. Fig. 1 illustrates that process.

B. Homography Estimation and Angle Retrieval

The OpenCV library [16] was used in order to estimate the
homographyH [see (1)] from the extracted known points. In this
work, we used the findHomography function, which implements
the direct linear transformation in combination with the Least
Median of Squares method [17] to compute the most probable
homography transformation. The identified panel/cell corners
along with corresponding points in a rectified image are given
as inputs. Points in the rectified image are computed such that

all cells have a size of 300 × 300 pixels (i.e., a 6 × 6 module is
approximately 1800 × 1800 pixels).

The computed homography H can be decomposed into a
rotation matrix R, a translation vector t, and a normal vector
n according to the following formula [18]:

H = R+ t · nᵀ. (2)

After decomposing the homography according to (2), the
rotation matrix R is used to estimate the camera angles at which
the image was captured along the x-, y-, and z-axes by utilizing
Rodrigues’ rotation formula [19].

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

The evaluation of the two methods presented here is per-
formed in two ways: qualitatively on the perspective correction
and quantitatively on the angle estimation. This section first
introduces the validation dataset acquired in laboratory settings
in Section IV-A. Afterward, the efficiency of the perspective cor-
rection is assessed in Section IV-B. Then, the performance of the
estimations of the rotation angles is evaluated in Section IV-C.
Finally, a “real-life” test is performed on images acquired with
a drone in Section IV-D.
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TABLE I
OVERVIEW OF THE DISTANCE AND ANGLES PRESENT IN THE VALIDATION DATASET

A. Validation Dataset

The indoor imaging laboratory at Aalborg University was
used to acquire the images from the validation dataset. The
structure has the capability to image a panel with a x-axis
rotation in the interval (−60 : 60)◦ with a step size of 1◦ covering
the range of 120◦. The same interval is available in they-axis, and
both axes are controlled independently. The setup possibilities
are further detailed in [20]. For this dataset, no light was let
through, and the ambient light noise is considered negligible.

The panel imaged is a 36-cell Solvis SV36-150 PV panel. The
images were acquired using a Goldeye CL-033 SWIR InGaAs
camera, which has a resolution of 640 × 512 and a bit depth of
14 bits [21]. Two parameters of the acquisition are constant: the
forward current bias applied to the module is equal to the value
of the short-circuit current from the module’s datasheet (7.97A)
and the exposure time is fixed at 9 ms. The varying parameters
are the angle at which the panel is imaged and the camera-to-
panel distance. The camera-to-panel distance was adapted to the
rotation angle to ensure that the panel was fully acquired during
the imaging process. Table I contains a description of all the
images acquired for this dataset.

B. Results of the Visual Inspection of the
Perspective Correction

Using the estimated homography transformation [H from
(1)], all images from the validation dataset were rectified. The
perspective correction was carried out so that each cell spans
300 × 300 pixels resulting in an output image of 1800 × 1800
pixels. Visual inspection of these images shows satisfying results
and no apparent difference between the two methods (panel or
cell corners) apart from minor details. Some of the results from
these perspective corrections are visualized in Fig. 2. Since all
images from the dataset are of the same panel, averaging all
the rectified images into one image should result in a good
visual quality image presenting no imaging artifacts. Fig. 3
shows the combined perspective corrections by averaging for
both methods. It is visible that both are sharp and clear, even
though the module method seems slightly better quality than the

TABLE II
MEASURES OF THE ERROR BETWEEN TRUE ANGLE AND ESTIMATED ANGLE

FOR EACH AXIS FOR TWO CORNER FINDING METHODS (PANEL CORNERS AND

CELL CORNERS) AND TWO ESTIMATION METHODS (HOMOGRAPHY

ESTIMATION AND REPROJECTION MINIMIZATION)

cell method, which is due to the incorrect detection of the cell
method between bus bars and vertical cell borders in a few cases.

C. Results of the Estimation of the Rotation Angles

The difference between the estimated angle by our methods
and the true value of the measure has been computed for each
image of the dataset according to (2). Table II contains various
measures to quantify this difference over each of the three axes
separately: the mean of the absolute difference, the standard
deviation, and the maximum.In all cases, the average of the
absolute error is significantly smaller along the z-axis rotations
as compared to x- and y-axis rotations. However, the standard
deviation is at a similar level for all axes. For the module method,
errors on the x-axis are negative for 106/113 images (versus
96/113 for the cell method; signs are similar 89% of the time),
while errors on they-axis are positive for 108/113 images (versus
85/113 for the cell method; signs are similar 80% of the time).
Finally, errors on the z-axis are positive for 39/113 images for
the module method and 38/113 for the cell method, which is
estimated nonsignificant. These biases on x- and y-axes could
be due to under- and overestimation, respectively, of the true
angles imaged in the dataset.

Comparison between the panel and cell corner methods yields
different appreciation depending on the axis considered. The
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Fig. 2. Resulting perspective corrections of both methods (axes in pixel units).

Fig. 3. Mean of rectified images. (a) Method using panel corners (113 images, axes in pixel units). (b) Method using cell corners (113 images, axes in pixel units).

rotations along the x-axis are better estimated by the panel
method (2.78◦ versus 3.26◦). It is the opposite for the y-axis
(2.64◦ for the panel method versus 2.05◦ for the cell method).
Finally, both methods obtain similar average errors along the
z-axis (1.28◦ versus 1.24◦).

D. Test on Real-Life Drone Captured Images

A test under real conditions was performed on images ac-
quired from a drone embedding a GoldEye CL 33 SWIR camera,

as visible in Fig. 4. The test was performed under overcast
sky conditions with a maximum irradiance in the horizontal
plane of 190 W/m2. The PV array was forward biased with a
square wave current waveform of 20 Hz and current amplitude
equivalent with the short-circuit current of the panels, using a
Delta Elektronika SM1500-cp-30 two-quadrant power supply.
The camera was equipped with a 25-mm SWIR lens and a
1150 nm ± 25 nm OD4 bandpass filter and was programmed
to acquire images at 60 frames/s with and integration time
of 2 ms, which allowed obtaining sharp images. All the lines
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Fig. 4. Example of perspective correction of an image acquired from a drone. (a) Lines detected (axes in pixel units). (b) Selected points (axes in pixel units). (c)
Rectified image (axes in pixel units).

corresponding to the cells’ borders are detected except for one,
as shown in red in Fig. 4(a) due to the presence of noise
from the natural light. To achieve a more robust detection,
the method could estimate the spacing between lines and thus
refine its selection. As this case corresponds to imaging an array
of panels, there are more lines than in the validation dataset,
and their pattern is not known a priori. Therefore, among the
corresponding intersections, some were manually selected as
shown in green in Fig. 4(b). The intersections selected are then
used to rectify the image, resulting in Fig. 4(c). For the algorithm
to be fully autonomous, an automatic point selection step needs
to be added. However, the resulting perspective correction looks
satisfying.

V. CONCLUSION

In this article, two methods are presented to determine the
distortion due to perspective on EL images of PV panels: one
using the four panel corners and the other using the corners of
each of the cells. A validation dataset composed of 113 images
is used for the efficiency evaluation. The performance of those
methods is satisfying when applied to rectify the perspective
distortion, as visually inspected. The quantitative performance
evaluation is variable depending on which rotation axis is con-
sidered: the average absolute error is 2.78◦ along the x-axis,
2.64◦ along the y-axis, and 1.28◦ along the z-axis for the panel
method and 3.26◦, 2.05◦, and 1.24◦ for the cell method. One
advantage of the cell method is that it allows further cell-level
processing, such as fault detection. As illustrated by a “real-
life” condition test, the two methods to detect corners perform
well on PV images acquired from a drone, but an additional
automatic corner selection is required for a fully autonomous
algorithm.
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